A CROSS-PLATFORM MOBILE DEVELOPMENT FOR ACCELERATING SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT LIFECYCLE

One of the most important parts of each program is the choice of the language and framework on which it will be developed. However, it is quite difficult to determine what a good framework should be for developing software, because there is no single correct answer to this question. Overall, it should make software products cheaper to develop and maintain, be flexible when detecting errors, scalable and suitable for long-term use, adaptable to requirements and changes; when adding functions productivity should not decrease. A good framework helps maintain the quality of software throughout its service period. However, even the best frameworks usually experience difficulties in choosing the right framework at the initial stage. It is always important to think about the long-term perspective when creating software, to be functional immediately and at the same time allow support for development and any changes. This can save the developers' time and effort in serving the uncertain requirements of customers. The choice of the right framework has a clear meaning, because after creating a product, it is already quite difficult and expensive to change.

This paper presents and discusses the benefit of cross-platform development. The purpose is to demonstrate the advantages of the cross-platform framework .NET MAUI. The mobile application was designed according to a cross-platform approach to reach the broadest possible audience of customers, saving time and effort in development and maintenance. The code
is fully shared between mobile platforms (Android, iOS, macOS, Windows, and Web) allowing customers to use the application on any device.
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**Introduction.** In today's world, technologies are developing very fast. Every day, thousands of software updates are released in order not to lose the market and remain competitive.

Most projects have certain deadlines, budgets, and scope of work. This trio of time, money, and scope is called the project triangle because changes to one of these elements change both others. Quality, the fourth element of the design triangle, is at its center, and changes made to any side of the triangle almost always affect quality. Quality is not a side of the triangle – it is the result of what is done with time, money, and scope of work.

Every business wants to release a product in the shortest possible time (to remain competitive), with a lot of new functionality (to impress users with new features), with minimal budget expenses (since the main goal of any business is earnings, which should exceed expenses, to be profitable), and with high quality (the fewer defects – the more likely the user will continue to use this product). However, if you change the project plan, reducing the time, then the cost of the project will increase (additional workers need to be involved) or the scope of work will be reduced. If the project plan is changed to reduce its budget, the duration of the project may increase and the scope of work may decrease. Finally, if you increase the amount of work, the project will last longer and cost more.

One of the solutions is to create a cross-platform application. By allowing your application to run on different systems, you can see a noticeable increase in the number of users. The benefit from the implementation of platform-independent applications is immediately noticeable – development time is significantly reduced, since there is no need to adapt the code multiple times for various operating systems, and no need to know the nuances of each of the platforms. Along with this, the quality of the software product increases significantly, as it will be tested on several platforms at the same time, and errors will be corrected in the same source code of the program.

Developing the cross-platform application “Draw & GO”, helps to automate all daily work with the user's devices, recording and playing macros with the help of a graphic key, when choosing approaches and technologies to accelerate its development lifecycle and increase its competitiveness in the market the considered problem was carefully analyzed and taken into account.
**Statement of the problem.** This paper is devoted to demonstrating the benefits of cross-platform development, introducing a cross-platform mobile development approach, presenting the existing cross-platform frameworks, discusses the usage and advantages of cross-platform framework .NET MAUI in developing own application “Draw & GO”.

**Main material.** The question of a choice corresponding framework may occur before developing a cross-platform application. The following frameworks can be distinguished among the most popular:

- .NET MAUI is the .NET Multi-platform App UI, a framework for building native device applications spanning mobile, tablet, and desktop [1];
- NativeScript is a JavaScript-native mobile framework [2];
- React Native is a framework for building native applications using React [3];
- Flutter makes it easy and fast to build beautiful apps for mobile and beyond [4];
- Ionic is a powerful cross-platform UI toolkit for building native-quality iOS, Android, and Progressive Web Apps with HTML, CSS, and JavaScript [5].

In this work, preference was given to .NET MAUI (.NET Multi-platform App UI) – a framework for creating multi-platform applications for Android, iOS, macOS, Windows, and Tizen – due to the following reasons:

1. A single project for different platforms. .NET MAUI allows developers to manage all platforms in one project. This means that there won't be multiple projects for each target platform. In .NET MAUI shared resource files are within the same project. A single application manifest that defines the application’s name, ID, and version. A single, cross-platform entry point to the application that helps develop projects faster and is much easier to maintain. This makes “Draw & GO” easier to release updates and maintain the same version for different platforms [6].

2. A single place to manage all resources. .NET MAUI manages fonts, images, application icons, screensaver, raw resources, and styles from a single place – the “Resources” folder. .NET MAUI optimizes them according to the unique requirements of each platform, which significantly saves time and resources on support. “Draw & GO” uses SVG images, which are automatically converted to the required images for each platform.

3. Full support for Hot Reload. Hot Reload allows developers to make changes to the code and apply them to the running program. Recompilation is not required, and whenever possible, the state of the program is preserved
unchanged. This significantly speeds up the development of the program. Since “Draw & GO” is quite a big project, rebuilding the application usually takes some time. With Hot Reload, changes happen on the fly [7].

4. Blazor support. .NET MAUI is also great for web developers who want to run web code in native client applications. Blazor is ideal when you need to create a website and mobile app that look identical. Developers can also use their web development skills to create cross-platform custom client applications for mobile, desktop, and the web. The web application “Draw & GO” is developed with Blazor. UI framework elements, such as Flow Diagrams used in the mobile application use the same component as the web application (fig. 1).

![Blazor in .NET MAUI app](image)

**Figure 1 – Inject Blazor in .NET MAUI app**

Association of libraries. .NET MAUI makes it easy to use device capabilities such as sensors, photos, contacts, and other services that the customer uses regularly, such as authentication, notifications, Bluetooth, geolocation, file system, and more. “Draw & GO” actively uses authentication, notifications, and integration with the web application, while at the level of abstractions, without the need for implementation for each platform [8].

5. .NET MAUI comes with more than 40 UI components out of the box. One major advantage of using native UI is the inherited accessibility support. It makes it easy to create highly accessible applications with
semantic services. “Draw & GO” was developed with the possibility of use by people with disabilities.

6. There’s a good improvement in performance and reduced app size after .NET 6 transition. The team reduced the Java <-> C# call cycles. This also affected the size of the app. It was possible to reduce the size by 15% (47MB) and speed up the launch by 30% (514ms).

7. .NET MAUI is architected for extensibility. Take, for example, the Entry control — a canonical example of a control that renders differently on one platform. Android draws an underline below the text field, and developers often want to remove that underline. With .NET MAUI, customizing every Entry in your entire project is just a few lines of code [9] (fig. 2).

![Figure 2 – Custom control DrawingView](image)

Rich components, accessibility first principle, speed optimization, platform-specific customization, and fast development made it possible to finally choose .NET MAUI when developing own product.

**Conclusions.** Cross-platform development significantly saves time and resources, in turn reducing the amount of work and improving the quality of the final product.

Using cross-platform development with .NET MAUI allows building native apps for Android, iOS, macOS, Windows, and Tizen from a single codebase, which, along with single-project features, allows to focus on a single app instead of juggling the unique needs of multiple platforms.

.NET MAUI allowed the development of a product “Draw & GO”. “Draw & GO” is a fully cross-platform product (Android, iOS, macOS,
Windows, Web) with the function of synchronizing macros between several devices. “Draw & GO” uses a plugin system, so it has an unlimited number of features. Also, “Draw & GO” accelerates the search and launch of macros due to a person's psychological tendency to associative memory, which is why each macro is associated with a graphic image. To start the macro, it is enough to draw the image. “Draw & GO” is still under development. Try the web version by reference [10].
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